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Preface 

As a response to the often less satisfactory results of the traditional 
project-by-project approach ~'NIDO has ~een trying to develop practical methods 
for a progranae approach to project identification, formulation and 
execution. ~ch of this work has concentrated on fisheries industrial systems 
in West Africa. 

In 1987 a major study entitled "Industrial development strategies for 
fisheries systems in developing countries", Sector&l Studies Series Xo. 32, 
PPD.30, was issued. In this study a typol0gy of fisheries industrial systems 
for developing countries dnd a first approach to indicative programnes for 
country groups were elaborated. On this basis a detailed country/sector 
progranming exe=cise for the Republic of Guinea was undertaken. This exercise 
was done through an application of a special method for assessing and 
progranming integrated production/consumption systems (~PS). This method 
originates from the Jun~a del Acuerdo de Cartagena (JL"NAC) and has been 
fu~ther devel~ped by UNIDO and JUNAC in co-operation t~ serve as a tool for 
integrated sectoral progra11111ing. 

In collaboration with the World Bank, UNIDO applied MEPS to the fisheries 
industrial system in the Republic of Guinea in order to test its suitability 
to assess the status of an industrial system and to simulate the impact of 
pipeline projects in the fisheries industrial system. 

The work undertaken together with the World Bank laid the basis for the 
present study. A joint mission with FAO was undertaken to the Republic of 
Guinea to hold discussions with the authorities in order to formulate 
government priorities and objectives. The information obtained was used to 
refine the preliminary assessment, to simulate the impact of the projects to 
be introduced by the Government and to assess their effect on the system. The 
level to which government objectives could be met with the planned projects 
was measured and problem areas that still would remain in the system were 
identified. On the basis of this analysis a development programne was 
elaborated and a package of UNIDO/FAO support activities i~ proposed to 
complement the government projects. These support activities aim at 
strengthening the industrial basis of the system and at ensuring that the 
positive impact of the fisheries projects can be maintained in the future. 
UNIDO would like to thank the World Bank and FAO for their support in this 
work. 

'1"he work on the present study was undertaken in the Sectoral Studies 
Branch and later in an informal working group on a progranne approach to 
project identification and formulation. It has been prepared by Ms. 8. Riezky 
as principal research officer. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

l.l Background 

The importance of the fisheries sector's contribution to national 
economic, social and nutritional goals is now widely recognized and the 
extension of fishery zones to 200 miles has created new opportunities for some 
countries. Few countries, howevPr, which have acquired iarge extended 
economic zones (EEZs) have benefitted i11111ediately. rhis is due to a number of 
reasons such as inadequate domestic fleets to utii~ze ~he extended economic 
zones, lack of trained fishermen for deepsea fishing and, particularly 
important, t~e difficulties encountered in controlling such large are~s. 

The Republic of Guinea on the ~orth-West coast of Africa with similar 
aquatic resources as its neighbouring countries, abundant manpower and large 
population groups requiring increased food supplies is seeking ~o make use of 
the economic '.>enefits that could be derived from its EEZ. There .ar~ :i..) medium 
or larg~ scale industrial operations within the fisheries sector in the 
Republic o! Guinea at present with the exception of ~he operations ~y the 
foreign fleet. ~o large-scale industrial processing facilities exist and all 
capital goods have to be imported due to the lack of industrialization. 

In order to assist the Government of the Republic of r.uinea in their 
development plans for the fisheries indus~rial system (FIS), UNIDO in 
collaboration with the World Bank has undertaken a study on the fisheries 
sector in the Republic of Guinea. 

In this study UNIDO has applied a special method fer assessing and 
programming integrated p~oduction/consumption systems. This method was 
applied in two phases. 

In u.~ Lirst phase an assessment of the present system was carded out 
through desk research and limit~d field work. Available ~ata from FAU, tr.!IDO, 
the World Bank and data obtained from consultancy work in the Republic ~f 
Guinea, supplemented by expert assumptions and proxy data from other West 
African countries were used for a preliminary assessment of the present 
system. This first phase of the application served to demonstrate the method 
available to UNIDO and its effectiveness to 

assess the present status of the ~ishing sector in the Republic of 
Guinea, 
identify bottlenecks and ma.;or constrai.:lts in t:1e set"tor, and 
demonstrate the impact of Q number of pipeline p~ojects. 

In the second phase a joint UNIDO/FAO mission to the !\epnblic of Guinea 
held discussions w'th government authorities in order to define the govern1nent 
objectives more closely and to obtain turther data to refine the pretiminary 
assessment made. On the basis of the refined assessment and the bottlenecks 
identified in the present system it was possible to design a development 
progranae with viable strategies and to assess their impact on the Fisheries 
Industrial System in the Republic of Guinea. 

Chapter 2 of this study shows the present system, chapter 3 makes an 
assessment of the present system and identifies bottlenecks and constraints. 
Chapter 4 outlines the planned develo~nt projects and shows their impact on 
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the FIS and identifies further bottlenecks in the system. On the basis of the 
analysis made in chapter 4, chapter 5 proposes additional development 
strategies and presents il'NIDO/FAO support activities. Annex l gives details 
on a comprehensive development prograaae and Annex 2 contains detailed 
concepts of the support projects. 

l.2 The method used 

In order to be abl~ to identify properly required investments and actions 
to promote a balanced development of the fisheries sector and of the 
industrial sector in general. the applicat:on of a systems approach is called 
for. In this way, development of one par' of the integrated system without 
the necessary upstream activities being in place or creating bottlenecks 
further downstream can be avoided. FurLnel"llOre, adequate policies to support 
sector development can be designed. 

The systems approach provides a broad view of the sector. It recognizes 
the interdependence of economic and social components within and outside the 
sector and helps to provide the conceptual framework to analyze and evalllclte 
these interrelationships. In the present context a Fisheries Industrial 
System or FIS has been defined. The concept of the FIS was developed within 
the framework of a typology study for the fisheries industries in which 
country clusters of de·1elopment patterns were identified>-/ 

The FIS can be defined as a system where all the industrial resources and 
consumption components related to the fisheries activities as well as the 
institutions and policies that affect them interact in an integrated and 
interdependent mar.~er, so that any change occurring in one of the components 
tends to modify the whole in a variety of ways and to a varying extent. 

For this reason the method for the evaluation, progranming and management 
of production and consumption systems (MEPS) was chosen. 

MEPS was originally developed by the Junta del Acuerdo de Cartagena 
(JUNAC). JUNAC in co-operation with the United Nations Industrial Development 
Organization (UNIDO) has further developed this method. ~EPS permits the 
practical assessment and progranming of industrial production and consumption 
systems. It can consider all economic, technological and policy variables 
that affect a given system, the linkages between its components and the 
interdependence between micro and macro aspects as well as the relationship 
between economic policy instruments and the system and its components. 

The principal tool of the method is an accounting and engineering 
simulation model, containing a great number of equations, in which the 
parameters determining production, inputs, investments, manpower, imports, 
etc. are estimated for each component and for the system as a whole. 
Exogenous data are red into the model. Intermediate results are obtained from 
analysis at different stages of disaggregation and identification. The 
engineering/accounting character of the model must be borne in mind in the 
following. In the pre8ent version of the model no dynamic relationships or 
mechanisms for market clearance or optimization are included. A flow sheet of 
a MEPS application to an industrial system is shown in figure 1. 

1/ "Industrial development strategies for fishery systems in developing 
countries·•, Volume l, Sectoral Studies Series No. 32, PPD.30, 3 April 1987 
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Figure l. Application of MEPS to an industrial system 
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A production and cons!!lllption system can be defined within MEPS as the set 
of interrelated productive components within a parti:ular institulional 
framework, which has as its objective the satisfaction of a particular 
consumption need. 

For th~ FIS in the Republic of Guinea the flow of the computerized model 
is shown in ~igure l Each of the boxes represents a FIS component and 
contains the input data ~ntered in a systemized way, the dat derived frcm 
these inputs and the results generated by the system. Since all cc~ponents 
are linked within the model, any changes made ~o any of the components ~pdates 
all related riata within t~e whole syste~. This permits simulations of various 
strategies and the testing of assumptions in a consistent manner. 

Figure 2. Flow of the computerized model of the fisheries industrial system 
in the Republic of Guinea 

;-->1neeto:1----->! ~j 
i _! '.------->i=i-->I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I ! _ I I 
I I I 

1~--->j-->1fleet'~l----->1-------------------->j------->1Dlst~bntl 
L____-m:sJ I 1)1 I I ISTR 

I - I B I : : Processi : : 

Llneet'j-----X------> _OM -->I 8 
The above figure only illustrates one dimension, i.e. the flow from 

resources to distribution and consumption ithile the computer model includes 
all linkages and feedbacks for automatic updating of all components whenever a 
change is made in one component. 

There are two overall objectives of MEPS. The first is to evaluate and 
assess in an efficient and consistent manner a current industrial 
production/consumption system. The second objective is the facilitation of 
the decision-making process. The integration of MEPS into the decision-making 
process of a country's policy-making bodies is a third step in which the 
transfer of the methodology to a developing country takes place. This ~~tter 
step requires the establishment of a local multi-sectoral team within the 
government. The fulfilment of these objectives implies the training of a 
multi-sectoral team in the selection and systematization of specialized 
technn-economic information as well as in the use of the MEPS computer 
numerical model. The transfer of this method to the government of the 
Republic of Guinea may be envisaged in the future. 
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE FIS IN THE REPUBLIC OF GUINE\ 

The system in 1987 

Fishing activities in the Republic of Guinea at present contribute between 
one and two per cent to the total national GDP (tvo to four per cent of GDP in 
the agricultural sector). They account for only 0.35 per cent of employment 
in the agricultural sector and their current import requirement represents 
1.9 per cent of total imports. 

In spite of the present relatively low contritution of the fisheries 
sector to the national economy, its potential contribution to economic 
development has been recognized by the government, and it has been selected as 
one of the most dynamic sectors for economic expansion. 

The Republic of Guinea has a continental shelf of 56,000 :an2 and a 
coastline of 300 Ian with, in coimaon with other West African countries, large 
resources with a gr~at variety of specie1, although exact data on the maximum 
sustainable yields (MSY) are not available. Surveys are at present being 
undertaken to establish the MSr; for the ~arpose of this report the estimated 
yearly catch potentials are used. 

Although the Republic of Guinea does nol fall into the group of low fish 
conswners (less than 5 kg per capita), per capita consumption of fish is much 
lower than in neighbouring West African countries, viz. 7.4 kg in 1987 as 
compared ~o the average figures for 1982-1984 for Senegal with 20.3, Co~e 
d'Ivoire with 17.l and Sierra Leone with 17.9.i/ Furthermure, the 
distribution of fish consumption versus population distribution in the 
Republic of Guinea shows a heavy imbalance with the inland regions having a 
very low per capita consumption as can be seen from table 1. 

Table l. Per capita consumption and distribution of population and 
consumption, 1987 

Zone Region 

Per capita 
consumption (kg) 

Rural Urban Average 

Percentage 
Conswnp-
t ion 

share of 
Popula
tion 

Region Zone Region Zone 

Coastal 

Inland 

Average 

Conakry 
Coastal Region 21.19 
(except Conkary) 

Fouta Djallon 0.40 
Niger Plain 0.64 
Forest Region 0.64 

4.02 

30.80 
19.13 

0.36 
0.58 
0.58 

16.57 

30.80 
20.87 

0.39 
0.63 
0.63 

7.41 

53.0 
42. l 

1.6 
1.7 
1.6 

I 5. I 

4.1 

~I FAO Yearbook of Fisheries Colll'llOdities, Volume 61, 1987 

12.7 
15.5 

31.6 
20.6 
19.6 

21.2 

7 I • I 
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Fish consumption only contributes 2.8 grams of animal protein daily to the 
diet of the people in the Republic of Guinea, however, its importance is 
demonstrated by the fact th~t this constitutes 40 per cent of all animal protein 
consumed • .!/ 

A large foreign fleet is active within the EEZ of the Republic of Guinea and a 
total of 152 licences were issued during 1987, payable in cash or kind. According 
to reconmendations made~/ the value per licence is $US 150,000 in cash or 300 t 
of fish landed in the Republic of Guinea, valued at Sus 500 per ton. 

A domestic industrial fleet as such was in 1987 not operat•~nal, a number of 
industrial boats (Norwegian trawlers) are not being used and only seven 
semi-industrial boats received from Spain in lieu of licence fees are operating. 
These boats are operated by private enterprises, they fish partly in the 
industri~l and partly in the artisanal zone. They are not all operating 
economic~lly partly due to management diffic~lties and partly due to the 
unsatisfactory design of the vessels. 

The artisanal marine sector comprises over 2,000 boats from simplP. small 
pirogues to motorized boats, suitable for net and line-fishing. These boats are 
either privately owned or owned by group~ of fishermen, using primarily natural 
bays along the coast line of the Repu~lic of Guinea as landing places. 

Fresh water catches are made in the major rivers, mainly with small boats of 
which only a small portion is motorized. 

An almost complete lack of inf~astructure for landing catches, unavailability 
of storage facilities and distribution channels to processing sites not only 
hinders full capacity utilization but also results in handling losses. 

Processing of fish is primarily done by smoking and accounts for 
80-85 per cent of fresh fish caught. This is done in cottage industries, no 
industrial plants are operatiJnal for either curing by smo~:ng or freezing. 

Exact trade data are not 3v3ilable, however, it appears that there is no 
export of fish and imports were approximately 2,000 tons of canned fish and the 
landings rrom the foreign fleet which were 11,741 tons of frozen fish in 1987, a 
decline from approx. 18,000 t in 1986. 

'fhe dist~ibution and marketing sector is underdeveloped lacking the 
infrastructure for storage, transport and co111'11Unication systems. 

Apart from climatic conditions which do not permit the transportation of fresh 
fish over any rlistance, the lack of transportation networks makes it difficult to 
transport fish, even in processed form, and makes the inland regions mainly 
dependent on fresh water catches. No aquaculture stations were operational in 
1987. 

The government of the Republic of Guinea has in the last few years tried to 
reduce government involvement in the fisheries industrial system and is in favour 
of promoting the private sector. 

~I Kaczynski, Vlad. "Development strategy of the Guinean Industrial Fisheries 
Sector", part I, p.20 
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3. ASSESSMENT OF THE PRESENT STATUS OF 'l'BE SYSTEM 

Base diagram 1 shows the present system in a concise fora. As can be seen 
the total fish catches are high but only a small portion goes into the FIS of 
the Reput~ic of Guinea, accounting for the low per capita consumption in 
relation to availab!.e resource.c;. Modelling the resource situation, based on 
FAO data and other available data on boat types and numbers and taking into 
account the capacities of the foreign fleet, table 2 shows the considerable 
overexploitation of some demersal and all shrimp resources in the industrial 
zone as well as an underexploitation of trigger fish. The artisanal zone 
shows an underexploitation of all species at present. 

Table 2. Resource situation - mariGe stocks, 1987 

&at1-t9Cl 

catch 

potential--------- catch ------------ Per cent 

Species Type (at/yr) Total Dcmeatic roreip Exploit.eel 

--------------------------------------------------------------------
Pela1ic Industrial 15a-400. 65000 32162 251'1 30345 51S 

e-r .. l 365000 124089 747 123342 34S 

- Tri11er fish 300000 8401 0 8401 3S 

- other 35000 98640 747 97893 282% 

- Cephalopc>Us 30000 17048 0 17048 57S 

Penaeid shri•p and 
other crustaceans 4000 8494 36 8458 212% 

Pela1ic Artisanal 0.-15• 35000 13150 13750 0 39% 

o-rsal and cephal. 45000 15578 15578 0 35% 

This overexploitation of certain resources would lead to diminishing 
resources and consequently lower catches because of the increasing scarcity of 
the resource. Research so far undertaken has not decisively established that 
the occurrence of trigger fish in such large quantities has an adverse effect 
on other species in the area, however., the possibility exists that it may lead 
to a disturbance of the ecological balance. 

With 155 licences issued during 1987, 152 of which to the foreign fleet, 
the fishing by the foreign fleet, at th~ suggested rate of $US 150,000 per 
licenced boat, should generate a total of $US 22.8 million in cash or kind. A 
special agreement with the EEC for fishing rights for the period 1986/87 to 
1988/89 does, hot •er, exist. In 1987 payments by the EEC included a flat 
rate of approxima~ely $US 3.15 million, additional fees for increased fishing 
effort in the amount of $US 0.8 million, licence fees in cash of $US 0.8 
million, in kind (landings of fish) to the value of $US 0.44 million and 
research funds and fello~ships valued at $US 0.24 million. Payments i~ 
foreign exchange by other countries included licence fees of $US 0.35 million 
and fish landings valued at $US 1.9 million. The total receipts by the 
Government of the Republic of Guinea in 1987 were, therefore $US 7.7 million. 
Thus, the Government of Guinea receive& only about 33 per cent of the full 
economic return expected from the foreign fleet operations. 

The ,present catcih operations by the foreign fleet thus have a twofold 
impact on the FIS in the Republic of Guinea, on the one hand overexploitation 
of some 11csources oc1curs and at the same time inadequate compensation to the 
government is made for the amount of fish caught. 
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The seai-industrial fleet vith boats of 14a length only contributes 
7.5 per cent to total fish landings in the Republic of Guinea and takes 
1.2 per cent of resources in the industrial zone, other than trigger fish, and 
2 per cent of resources in the artisanal zone. 

The artisanal fleet is the biggest contributor to fish landings, 
approximately 66 per cent of total landings, however, it has an inadequate 
supply of spare parts, new equipment and lacks repair and maintenance 
facilities in order to reach its full potential. Furthermore, due to a lack 
of additional boats, the present catches only reach 36 per cent of the 
estimated catch potential in the artisanal zone. 

Fresh water fishing is presently only reaching approximately 20 per cent 
of its potential, mainly due to lack of fishing equipment and boats and 
insufficient training of fishermen in more effective fishing techniques. The 
aquaculture potential is not exploited al all at present, the only existing 
aquaculture station not being operational. 

Efficient handling is hindered by inadequate cold storage facilities. Two 
cold stores built earlier are no longer operational, due to inadequate 
maintenance, a third cold store, built in 1987, is working satisfactorily. 
Services, such as port facilities with wharves, repair centres and supply 
stores are lacking, not only for the industrial fleet but also for the 
artisanal sector. 

The processing done, i.e. traditional smoking, is situated close to the 
landing sites, relying on loca!ly available, non-industrial eq~ipment. The 
equipment used ranges from adapted oil drums as ovens and metal netting as 
grills to more recently introduced Chorkor-type ovens, however, the bulk of 
processing is done in traditional smoking centres with clay ovens. The 
traditional smoking process takes m~ch longer than with the use of 
Chorkor-type ovens, the quality of the produ~t varies and hygiene conditions 
are poor. Moreover it is highly fuel-inte~sive and with wood the major fuel 
used, may present the problem of deforestation in the long run. 

With regard to capital goods, all vessels, apart from some locally built 
pirogues, and all fishing gear, equipment, machinery, motors and spare parts 
have to be imported. 

The external trade component, although reliable data are not available, 
appears to consist solely of imports of frozen fish from the foreign fleet 
landings and some canned fish. The foreign fleet landings are made in lieu of 
licence fee payments and are as such treated as an import since the government 
of the Republic of Guinea foregoes foreign exchange earnings from licence 
fees.~/ 

Smoked fish has the highest share in consumptio1 ·y product type, partly 
because of food habits but also because of the low level of technology needed 
in this process to convert fresh fish into a more durable product close to the 
landing sites. 

~I Q.2· cit., page 60 
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If no changes are made to the system, per capita consumption will drop to 
approximately 6.62 kg per year after 5 years because of the population 
increase, calculated at an average yearly growth rate of 2.3 per cent, as can 
be seen from table 3. 

Table 3. Co~parison of per capita consumption present system vs projected 
stem 

Present system 1987 Projected system 1992 
per capita consumption (kg) per capita consumption (kg) 

Region rural urban average rural urban average 

Conakry 30.80 30.80 23.01 23.01 
Coastal Region 21.19 19.13 20.87 19.47 17.58 19.18 
Fouta Djallon 0.40 0.36 0.39 0.36 0.33 0.36 
Niger Plain 0.64 0.58 0.63 0.59 0.53 0.58 
Forest Region 0.64 0.58 0.63 0.59 0.53 0.58 

Average 4.02 16.57 7.41 3.70 13. 74 6.62 

The economy of the Republic of Guinea is still suffering from the economic 
policies of the first republic which among other things played down the role 
of private enterprises and gave excessive importance to state control of the 
ecunomy. During this period the basic institutional structures were r.eglected 
and foreign dominance of the fisheries sector including exploitation of the 
offshore resources was allowed to develop. In the absence of adequate control 
and surveillance this has led to serious overexploitation of the more valuable 
co11111ercial species. 

The new government, however, has seen growing Guinean interest in the 
fisheries ~lthough lack of management capabilities and problems of obtaining 
foreign exchange by private entrepreneurs continue to be serious obstacles to 
an expansion of the se~tor. As economic activity expands a growing number of 
people who have had no or little previous contact with the bankbg systems are 
likely to need to purchase equipment overseas, however, the present methods of 
obtaining foreign exchange are very complicated. The government is attempting 
to simplify the system but until this is done, delays in obtaining foreign 
exchange are likely to be long. fhe present system may in fact be an 
unofficial rationing device and it remains to be seen if a simplified system 
will lead to a shortage and the need for more formal allocation arrangements. 

Although the government with the aid of various foreign lending 
institutions and donors has embarked on a major programme of re-development it 
has inherited a situation with the following characteristics and bottlenecks: 
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Characteristics 

Only a small portion (44,000 t or 231) 
of fish caught in the EEZ of the Republic 
of Gui1&ea stays in the country. 

The artisanal fleet reaches only 361 
(29,000 t) of the catch potential in 
the artisanal zone. 

The fresh water fishing only reaches 
about 201 of its potential. 

There is no aquaculture at present. 

No industrial processing facilities 
exist. 

No local supply of fishing equipment, 
gear and parts. 

Overexploitation of some resources 
o~curs. 

The Government is not receiving the 
full economic return for licences 
issued to the foreign fleet. 

Trigger fish is underexploited. 

Consumption is concentrated mainly in 
Co~..lkry and the coastal region. 

Bottlenecks 

Absence of an industrial fleet; 
insufficient capacity of the semi
industrial fleet; moreover, 
support facilities such as cold 
stores and ice plants are lacking. 

An almost total absence of support 
services, such as landing sites, 
equipment, repair centres, etc. 

Insufficient boats, lack of 
equipment, repair services, spare 
part supply, etc. 

The necessary know-how and 
technical support is lacking. 

The on~y processing done is smoking 
in cottage industries. 

No manufacturing capabilities exist 
or have been identified locally for 
this type of equipment, with the 
exception of a planned net and rope 
manufacturing plant.~ 

lnsuff icient knowledge of resource 
potential;2/ lack of control of 
licences issued as well as 
inadequate selection of boat types 
to be licenced. 

No mechanisms for enforcement of 
payment of licence fees. 

There is at present no market for 
this type of fish. 

General lack of infrastructure, 
transport, connunications and 
marketing facilities. 

~I 
Centre. 

A project has been prepared with the help of the FA~ Investment 

Zf To partly eliminate this bottleneck a research cruise to determine, 
in a preliminary and static way, the MSY for demersal fish a~d shrimp 
resources in the industrial fishing zone will be undertaken i:n April/May 1989. 
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However, conditions for attaining the development ?Otential a1e generally 
favourable, since 

a large int~rnal 8&rket potenti&l exists, 

the necessary fish resources for capture fishing (fluvial and marine) 
to supply this market are available, as well as saitable soils and 
waters for fish culture in the inland regions, 

there is a potential for export, since high-value species are at 
present being fished by the foreign fleet and marketed on the world 
market. 

The following objectives of the Government with respect to the FIS 
development have been identified. They are to: 

increase per capita ~onsuaption to 15 kg by 1995; 

attain sea-food self-sufficiency; 

improve distribution of fish consumption; 

increase employment in the systea; 

increase value added in the system; 

decrease foreign exchange requirements of the systea; 

establish a proper marine resource management system, including 
surveillance and data collection capabilities; 

attract foreign technology, know-how and capital as key development 
factors of the national industrial fisheries sector; 

create a proper economic environment for the development of national 
harvesting/processing capacities. 
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4. PLANNED DEVELOPMENT OF THE SECTOR 

4.1 Descriotion of planned projects 

The Government of the Republic of Guinea has elaborated a c<>11prehensive 
development plan for the fisheries sector, ce>11prising a nWlber of projects for 
the development of the different components of the fisheries industrial 
system. A summary of these projects, giving the external financing 
requirements and the status of financing secured by September 1987, is given 
below: 

Project 

1. Laboratory and 
research station 

2. Monitoring, control 
and surveillance 

3. Distribution and 
marketing organi-
zation 

4. Private national 
fleet 

5. Industrial fishing 
port 

6. Development of 
artisanal fisheries 

7. Institutional 
support 

Total 

SU1111ary of pipeline projects 
External financing $US 
Status - September 1987 

Total cost 
in foreign 
ezchange 

l,664,000 

6.'>l'),000 

6,310,000 

27,475,000 

9,280,000 

38,757,500 

7,723,660 

97,725,160 

Amount 
obtained 

1,664,000 

27,475,000 

37,547,500 

66,686,500 

Amount 
negotiated 

6,310,000 

6,310,000 

Amount 
sought 

6,515,000 

9,280,000 

1,210,000 

7,723,660 

24,728,660 

Source: Le developpe11ent du secteur peche en Guinee, Politique de 
developpement, strategie, plan d'action, projets, Ministere du developpement 
rural, Secretariat d'etat a la piche, September 1987. 

The most salient points of the planned projects are sU1111tariz~d below: 
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Project 1 - Research station 

Establishment of a research station at Bous~oura. equipped vith a research 
vess~l and laboratory on land. for gathering detailed information on existing 
resources. their 110vements and exploitation rates. 

Project 2 - Monitoring. control and surveiilance 

Introduction of surveillance vessels and plane training and organ1z1ng 
action progr~ for observers on board and fisheries inspectors. in order to 
110nitor catches by the foreign fleet. its CQllPOsition and to exercise the 
necessary control that foreign vessels ar~ duly licensed and do not contravene 
licensing agreements. as veil as to produce basic statistical data for 
110nitoring the status of resources and its exploitation. These vill be used 
as a basis for the elaboration of resource management practices. 

Project 3 - Distribution and marketing 

Selection and implementation of efficient marketing and dislribtution with 
storage facilities. cold stores. freezer trucks arJ maintenance and repair 
facilities. 

Project 4 - Establisluaent of a Guinean national fishing fleet 

Purchase of 3 fre~zer trawlers of 38.5• lengths of which the first one 
arrived in Conakry in Decellber 1988 and 20 ice-trawlers of 14-. the latter for 
sale on hire-purchase to private operators. Conservation facilities on land 
are included in this project. 

Project 5 - Industrial fishing port in Conakry or another location 

Building of a fishing port with landing facilities for industrial vessels 
and slipways for smaller vessels. 

Project 6 - Integrated development of artisanal fishing 

Building and/or provision of: 

136 new pirogues. 
600 outboard motors for existing pirogues, 

20 new seiners, 
1 shipyard and 4 repair centres. as vell as 

landing sites for the art:sanal fleet. 
establishment of centres for fish smoking, and 
other infrastructural components necessary for an increased catch 
will be established in 4 artisanal fishing ports, of which 3 will be 
located in Conakry. 
establishment of 4 artisanal fishing bases along the coast, 
rehabilitation of an existing aquaculture station. 

3 cold stores for the markets in Conakry, 

Project 7 - Institutional support to the fisheries sector 

High-level training )f local personnel for the surveillance project, 
industrial and artisanal fishing and fisheries administration. 
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4.2 Status of financing for planned projects 

By :ieptetlber 1987 external financing had been secured for prOJects l and ~ 
and 6. 

According to informtation received in April 1988 froa the ~inistry of 
Fisheries and f roe the World Bank in the Republic of Guinea, financing has now 
also been secured for projects 2, Sand 7. It must be pointed out, however, 
that financing will not cover all three projects in their planned form but wey 
cover the 88in aspects of these projects if they are reformulated and 
revised. A decision on such a refo1'!9Ulation rests with the Government. 'nle 
i11ple.entation of these projects is of considerable importance, since for any 
development of national fishing capacities it will be necessary not only to 
keep statistics on catches but also to implement a progra11111e of monitoring 
control and surveillance if the resource is to continue to provide a basis for 
econo11ically viable fisheries and the govern11ent is to derive an economic 
return from the resources of its EEZ, either through licensing of foreign 
vessP.ls or the development of the local fleet. Even if the resources are 
still sufficient at present to provide profitable fishing for f~reign vessels, 
the low returns per unit cf effort with declining resources provide an 
unfavourable econoasic environment for the launching of nev local enterprises. 
It is, therefore, essential that the tutal catch oe selectively reduced and 
this implies the introduction of an effective scheme of monitoring control and 
surveillance that will not only enforce the regulation but also provide the 
data on which the effects of such a scheme can be assessed. 

The creation of a national domestic fleet with industrial and 
semi-industrial vessels requires adequate port facilities to support ~he 
operations of these vessels. 

The conceptual framework for the fisheries ~ector development as planned 
by the Go!rernment of the Republic of Guinea is shown in figure 4. 

The present study has attempted an analysis of the impact that those 
projects planned by the Governaient of the Republic of Guinea will have on the 
f: heries industrial system. This has been done through computer simulations 
in order to show the impact in quantitative terms. 

4.3 Impact of planned projects 

Project 1, the research laboratory, constitutes a necessary support 
function for the resource management system envisaged in project 2 and as such 
its pri~rity is high, however, its impact on the system is at present 
impossible to quantify. The situation for project S, the industrial fishing 
port, is similar. Without port facilities an extension of the national 
industrial fleet would be impossible but the information available to UNIDO at 
present is insufficient to quantify its benefits for the system. 

For this reason, the impact on the system of projects 2 (surveillance), 
4 (creation of industrial fleet) and 6 (strengthening of artisanal fleet) only 
have been measured. Since the surveillance project's Plain impact will be on 
resources in the industrial zone, it has been 1i11Ulated separately to show to 
what extent overexploitation can be controlled. A reduction in foreign 
licences ~o 80 has been simulated and the resource situation after 
implementation of the surveillance project to control this reduction, leaving 
the rest of the system unchanged, is shown in tabl~ 4. 
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Figure 4. Schematic illustratJ.on .if the development of thf' fisheries 
sector in Guinea 
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Table 4. Resource situation 1987 as compared to controlled licencing 

Est.i-t.9CI 
cat.ct. 

1987 

after implementation 
of surveillance 
project only 

pot.ent.ial--------- Cat.ch ---------- Per cent --------- Cat.ch ---------- Per cent. 
Species T)"1»e fat./yr) Tot.al lloaest.ic rorei11n Exploited Tot.al Doaestic rorei11n Exploited 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------
hlacic Industrial 65000 32962 2517 J0345 51': 49425 2517 46906 
9-rsal 365000 1240&9 747 12J342 34~ 448ll 147 44066 

- Tri11er fish 300000 Hot 0 8401 l': 2935 0 29J5 

- ot.her 35000 9S640 747 97893 252% 32122 747 31375 

- Cephalopods 30000 17045 0 17048 5-· .. 9757 0 97'i7 

r-eicl sbriap and 

other crust.aceans 4000 8494 J6 8458 212': J922 J6 J886 

Pelqic Art.isanal 35000 13750 13750 0 39': ll750 1J750 ..., 
9-rsal and cephal. 45000 15578 15579 a JS': 15575 15575 a 

lbe controlled resource situation as shown above is a basis for the 
following calculations of the impact of additional fishing capacities to be 
introduced with projects 4 and 6. 

For thP. simulation of these projects the following assumptions were made: 

(a) The surveillance project will limit the foreign fleet operations to 80 
vessels and generate SUS 12 million in licence fees, i.e. SUS 150,000 per 
vessel. 

(b) Foreign exchange earnings from observer salaries in the <\mount of 
$US 114 ,000 wi 11 be kept con:. tant. 

(c) Landings by the foreign fleet of ll,700 t and imports of 2,000 t of canned 
fish remain constant. 

(d) A population growth rate of 2.3 per cent. 

(e) All projects will be implemented and fully operational by 1992. 

The addition of three freezer-trawlers and 20 ice-trawlers in the domestic 
fleet will increase the total domestic catch in the industrial fishing zone to 
18,600 t, with 60 per cent of the freezer-trawler catch destined for export. 
lbe addition of 136 new pirogues ~nd 20 seiners in the artisanal fleet will 
increase the catches in the artisanal fishing zone to 61,000 t. The figures 
given are those envisaged by the projects. The r~source situation after 
introduction of the planned projects is shown in table ;. 

i6i. 

&2'; 

l': 
9'>• 
~-

Jn 

98': 

J91; 

JS': 
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Table 5. Reso•1rce situation after introduction of planned projects 

ht~t .. 

ca tell 

1987 1992 

--------- catcb ---------- hr cent 
potential--------- catch -----~-,- .. r cent 
C•t/yrl Total ao..suc rorei.- Exploited 

Total Damesti.c roreip bploited 

-------------------------------------
.. laeic Industrial 65000 49425 2511 30345 512: 

----1 ]65000 Ulll 741 123342 ]4% 

- Triaer fish 300000 2935 0 HOI ]% 

- other 35000 32122 741 9719] 2aa 

- CepbalClllOds 30000 9757 0 17041 57: 

53013 '105 4'901 

560&5 11991 4405' 

2935 0 2935 

43373 11996 31375 

9751 0 9757 

,__i. mllrimp and 

other crustaceans too.ii 3922 36 HSI 212: 

.. laeic Artisanal 35000 1]750 13750 0 ]ft 

~l and c:eplta 1. 45000 15571 15571 0 35% 

4442 557 388' 

32653 32'53 0 

29127 29127 0 

The above table shows that the resource situation in the industrial zone, 
with an allocation to the foreign fleet of 80 vessels and the introduction of 
new boats in the domestic r.ational fleet, as planned, leads once again to 
overexploitation of shrimps and demersal species, although the rates of 
overexploitation would be smaller than in the present system. 

Per capita co~sumption after the introduction of the new vess~ls, taking 
into account a population growth rate of 2.3 ?er cent over the 5-year period 
it will take for the projects to become fully operational, will be as shown in 
table 6. 

Table 6. Per capita consumptic·n 1987 and after introduction of projects 

1987 1992 

.,CIO" Per Capita Consumption RECIO" Per Capata Consumption 

Rora I l' ~n Avera1e Rural Urban Avera1e 

-----------------------------------------------
Conakry o.oo 30.80 30.80 Conakry o.oo 50.64 50.64 

Coastal Region 21. l!I 19.13 20.87 Coastal IP.Ilion 26.8fl 24.26 26.46 

rout a Dja lion 0.40 0.36 0.39 rout a DJal Ion 3.00 2.71 2.95 

Ni11er Plain 0.64 0.58 0.63 N111er Plain 2 .41 2.18 2.36 

rorest le11ion 0.64 0.58 0.63 Forest 1Ce111on 2.11 1.91 2.09 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.02 16.57 7.41 Avera RP. 6.59 29.59 ll.29 

------------~-·--------------------------------

an 
15:: 

1:: 

124= 

33= 

111:: 

93:: 

65:: 
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Table 6 takes into account that in the absence of expanded marketing 
faciliti~-• distribution by private operators will increase. Therefore, 
although the landings of the domestic industrial fleet and a considerable 
portion of the artisanal fleet landings will be concentrated in Conakry, this 
distribution will lead also to an increase in per capita consumption in the 
inland regions, provided the private distribution expands as expected. 

Table 7 shows the distribution of consuaption and population in 1992 as 
c011pared to 1987. 

Table 7. Distribution of population and consumption, 1987 and after 
introduction af projects 

1987 1992 
S 8 A R E o F S ft ARE 0 F 

R!CIOll RECIOK 

Cons. Pop. Consumpt. Population 

====================================== ====================================== 
Conakry 53.0S lZ.'1% c-kry 58.lS 15.2% 

Coastal Recion 42.!.S 15.5% eoasul aecion za.n 15.0% 

Fout• Djallon 1.6% 31.6% F.iuta Djallon 6.6% :so.a 

lli8•r Plain 1.7% Z0.6% llipr Plain 3.5% zo.os 

Forest Re1ion 1.6% 19.6% Forest kCion z.n 19.1% 

------- --------- ------- ---------
To• . .rr.1 100.0S 100.os Total 100.0'X 100.0'X 

====================================== ====================================== 

Although there are not sufficient data for a numerical estimation of the 
likely path of development between the present and ultimate situation, it can 
be said that the incr~ase of catch capacities in the artisanal and domestic 
fleets will lead to a gradual increase in per capita consumption, since the 
artisanal boat~ will be introduced gradually and the industrial vessels, which 
will he introduced over 2 to 3 years, will require training of crews before 
they can reach their full catch potential. 

With the considerable increase in fish landings, smoking facilities must 
be expanded and table 8 shows the additional fish available (in fresh fish 
equivalent) by location, vhir.h would require additional smoking capacities. 

Table 8. Quantities of fish available for smoking 

Region 

Conakry 
Coastal region 

Tonnage available 
for smoking 1987 

7,189 
10,854 

Tonnage available 
for smoking 1992 

33,892 
16,869 

' Additional tonnage 
for smoking 

26, 703 
6,015 
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The above figures are based on the assumption that processing takes mainly 
place close to the landing sites, since distribution facilities are inadequate 
to transport fresh or frozen fish over any distance. It has, however, been 
taken into account that some frozen fish is transported inland by private 
operators and that any iomediately unsold quantities are then smoked inland. 
The installation of additional smoking centres are included in project 6 and 
it is assumed that these will be mainly of the improved artisanal type, i.e. 
equipped with Ch~rkor-type ovens, which have a much higher capacity, give a 
better quality product and are less fuel-intensive than the traditional ovens. 

The implementation of the planned projects addresses most of the 
bottlenecks identified in the present system and the level to which the 
government objectives can be attained have been quantified as shown in table 9 
which gives a comparison of the system in 1987 with that in 1992 after the 
projects have become operational. 

Table 9. Comparison of some system variables between 1987 and after the 
planned projects 

Per capita consumption 

Distri~ution in per cent of 

population 
consumption 

Level of sea-food self
sufficiency 

Employment (person-years) 

Value added ($US million) 

Foreign exchange require
ments ($US million) 

Investment 

Import of f h:h 

Import of inputs 

Foreign exchange 
earnings ($US million) 

Licence fees 
ObservPr salaries 
Exports 

System 1987 

rural 

73 
44 

7.41 

urban 

27 
56 

74% of 1987 level 
33% of desired level 
for 1995 
8,560 

6.3 

7.8 

2.8 

7.7 
o. 114 

System 1992 after 
implementation of 
projects 

13.29 

rural urban 

71 
36 

29 
64 

86% of 1992 level 
74% of desired level 
for 1995 

12,864 

12.5 

82.5 
over the period 
1987 to 1992 

7.8 

8.4 

12.0 
0.114 
3.9 
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Table 9 shows that the planned proj•cts. Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6, will 
achieve considerable improvements in the fisheries industrial system and that 
they succeed to some degree in achieving the goals set by the Government. The 
simulation exercise does, however, also show that these objectives cannot in 
all instances be met. The desired per capita consumption cannot be reached, 
although considerable improvements would occur. Seafood self-sufficiency 
would increase markedly but could still be improved. The increase in 
employment and value added are very satisfactory. 

The foreign exchange requirements for the planned investments are, 
however, considerable. The increase in fishing capacity will require a higher 
import of inputs which will practically triple the foreign exchange 
expenditure for this item alone. While the f:JLport of fish from the expansion 
of the national fleet with freezer trawlers can partly offset this increased 
i .. ·:10rt, the additional investments result in interest charges and repayments, 
details of which are given below. 

Project 1 is donor financed, no interest or repayments are required. 

The investment for project 2 is estimated at $US 4 million, with an 
assumed interest rate of 6 per cent and repayment to be made within 10 years. 
For this project the foreign exchange requirements in 1992 would be 
$US 0.52 million, plus operating costs. 

Project 4 is partly donor financed and partly financed from the fishing 
agreement between the Government of the Republic of Guinea and the EEC in 
which rayment of ECU 800,000 for a period of three years is made in 
compensation for fishing rights, however, for FF 80.l million, equivalent to 
approximately $US 13 million, an interest rate of 4.5 per c~ .• t applies and 
repayment will be effected within ·o years starting in 1990. A further loan 
of approximately $US 2.2 million has an interest rate of 2 per cent with 
repayments over 40 years starting in year 11. Foreign exchange requirements 
for project 4 will thus be $US1.812 million in 1992. 

Project 5 is assumed at an interest rate of 5 per cent and repayment over 
20 years, th•1s it would in 1992 require approximately $US 0.95 million in 
foreign exchange. 

For project 6 commission and interest payments, once the loans have been 
fully disbursed, amount to $US 1.85 million per year. This figure does not 
include repe.yments of the loan dne to start only in year 6, in which yearly 
repayments of $US 680,000 must be made. From year 11 to year 20 an additional 
amount of $US 155,000 becomes payable yearly, i.e. a total of $US 835,000 per 
year. This amount would reduce to $US 465,000 per year from year 21 to year 
50, since repayment of one of the loans would have been made by year 20. 

The effect of the foreign exchange requirement for projects 2, 4, 5 and 6 
alone on the balance of trade and balance of current account in 1992 is shown 
in table 9a. 
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Table 9a. C011p&rison of balance of trade and balance of current account 
between 1987 and after iaple11entation of the planned projects 

Foreign exchange account 

Trade: 

Iaports 
of fish 
of inputs 

Exports 
of fish 

Balance of trade 

Transfers: 

Receipts 
Licence fees 
Observer salaries 

Expenditure 
(for projects 1,2,4,5 and 6) 

Interest and repayments 
Operating costs (project 2) 

Balance on current account 

System 1987 

7.8 
2.8 

1.1 
0.114 

-2.786 

Systea 1992 after 
iaplementation of 
projects 

7.8 
8.4 

3.9 

12.0 
0.114 

5.13 
0.95 

-6.266 

The increases in employment (501) and v~lue added (981) are considerable, 
however, no benchmarks have been set by the government against which the level 
of attainment can be measured. 

The relative contributions made to value added and employment by the 
different components of the fisheries system are shown in table 10. 
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Table 10. Contribution to value added and eaploJllent, 1987 and after 
introduction of projects 

Extraction 

domestic fleet 

artisanal fleet 
(marine) 

artisanal fleet 
(fresh water) 

Processing 

traditional 
improved artisanal 

Trade and services 

Total 

Value added 
1987 1992 

per cent 

3.1 

63.1 

8.7 

19.3 
0.3 

5.5 

100 

23.2 

56.1 

5.1 

10.3 
2.5 

2.8 

100 

F.mployment 
1987 1992 

per cent 

1.3 

63.2 

12.2 

18.6 
0.1 

4.6 

100 

3.6 

71.4 

8.1 

13.l 
1.4 

2.4 

100 

Productivity indicators for the extraction and processing components are 
shown in table 11. 

Table 11. Productivity indicators for the extraction and processing components 
($US per work year) 

Component 

Extraction 

Domestic fleet: 
seiners 
ice-trawlers 
freezer-trawlers 

Artisanal fleet (marine): 
pirogue with motor, type 1, with rotating seine 
pirogue with motor, type 2, ~ith lines 
pirogue with motor, type 3, with mesh nets 

value added 
work year 

2,300 
1,493 

34,065 

591 
701 
996 
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Table 11. Productivity indicators for the extraction and processing components 
($US per work year) (cont'd) 

Component 

Extraction 

Artisanal fleet 
(marine): 
pirogue without motor, type 1, with lines 
pirogue without motor, type 2, with mesh nets 
pirogue without motor, type 3, other 

Artisanal fleet 
(fresh water): 
canoe, type 1, with mesh nets 
canoe, type 2, other 

Processing 

traditional 
improved artisanal 

value added 
work year 

624 
920 
690 

642 
485 

767 
1,737 

The semi-industrial and improved artisanal operations in extraction and 
processing show a higher productivity than traditional smoking and artisanal 
fishing and it is particularly high for the industrial fishing by 
freezer-trawlers. 

The difference in productivity between motorized and non-motorized boats 
is not significant. This is due to the fact that, although the value added 
per boat is higher for motorized boatsr the hauling of the catch because of 
the boat design is manually done requiring large cre-s. 

4.3.1 Level of attainment of Government objectives 

The simulation exercise undertaken shows to what extent the government 
objectives can be met. 

There are insufficient landings of fish to reach the consumption goal of 
15 kg per capita in 1995. Fish landings in the Republic of Guinea will 
have to be further increased by approximately 30,000 t for this goal to be 
fully reached. 

Sea-food self-sufficiency, although markedly improved, cannot be reached 
by the planned projects. 

The imbalance between population and consumption distribution of fish 
remains after the introduction of the projects. 

Employment increases from 8,560 to 12,864 work-years , 
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Value added in the syste• increases froa $US 6.3 aillion to 
$US 12.5 aillion. 

The external financing component for the investment in the planned 
projects is considerable. 

The resource situation in the industrial fishing zone will require a 
reallocation of licences which could result in lover earnings from licence 
fees. 

The goals relating to the foreign technology, know-how and capital as well 
as towards creating an econoaic environment for the development of 
national capacities are difficult to quantify, but the planned joint 
venture undertaking with respect to freezer-trawlers and the plan to 
privatize the ice-trawler operations constitute a step towards fulf ilaent 
of these goals. 

4.3.2 Remaining problea areas identified 

Problem areas that remain after the implementation of the projects are: 

(a) Lack of adequate capacity and capability in statistical data collection 
and analysis as well as insufficient capacity for project planning, lllOnitoring 
and co-ordination based on a systemic approach to the sector and programme 
approach to projects. 

(b) Overexploitation of industrial resources;~/ 

(c) Underexploitation of trigger fish; 

(d) Non-optimal use of resources in the artisanal zone; 

(e) Underexploitation of fresh water fish; 

(f) High requirement of foreign exchange; 

(g) Insufficient knowledge about the development of the market when 
considerable additional quantities of fish become available after 
implementation of the projects; and lack of knowledge about the effect on 
prices of increased supply; 

(h) Insufficient knowledge about support service requirements for increased 
landings in the industrial and artisanal fleet. 

To eliminate remaining problem ~reas and to increase the level of 
attainment of objectives, with emphasis on increasing the per capita 
consumption of fish and attaining sea-food self-sufficiency, additional 
development of the FIS would be required. 

!I A first, preliminary and static, determination of the MSY of demersal 
and shrimp resources will be undertaken in April/May 1989, funded by CIDA 
(Canadian International Development Agency). 
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5. DEVELOPttENT STRATEGIES 

For th~ outline of d£7elo(Jllent strategies 1995 bas been chosen as a 
reference year, since the per capita consumption goal of 15 kg, as fon1Ulated 
by the government. should be reached in that year. 

If per capita consumption is kept at the level attainable vith the 
impl-..entation of the projects that were described in chapter 4, then in 1995, 
because of an increase in population. the per capita consumption would fall to 
12.41 kg and would diainish every year from then on. 

In order to reach the goal of a per capita consumption of 15 kg in 1995 
and to attain the highest possible level of sea-food self-sufficiency, local 
extraction would have to be increased by approximately 30.000 t by 1995. This 
can be achieved in more than or,e vay. 

5.1 Outline of develop!ient ~trategies 

Strategy l 

A substantial increase in per capita consU11ption could be achieved by 
doubling the number of boats in the national industrial fleet. This would 
increase per capita consU11ption to 15.51 kg as can be se~n f r09 table 12. 

Table 12. Per capita consumption 1995 after increased landing~ of national 
fleet 

IUCIOlf 

-----------------------------------------------
c-kry o.oo 57.77 51.77 

Coastal le&ion 28.40 25.64 21.97 

routa Djallon 4.27 3.86 4.20 

•i1er PlaiA •. oz 3.63 3.ff 

forest aeaion 3.H 3.11 3.40 

-----------------------------------------------
7.93 33.97 15.51 

-----------------------------------------------

Since landings by the domestic fleet can only be made in Conakry, it would 
require considerable distribution facilities in order to give a better balance 
of the spatial distribution of fish conswaption than shown above. This poses 
something of a dileaaa. In the countries to the south of the Republic of 
Guinea very considerable quantities of fish have been distributed in the 
interior of the country by private operators transporting frozen blocks of 
fish up-countr)' selling as much as possible as "fresh" fish but smoking any 
i..ediately unsold quantities. It may be that a similar system will develop 
in the Republic of Guinea and it shQuld receive encouragement as a cheap and 
efficient means of distribution. Landings by the domestic fleet will, 
however, occur intermittently in relatively large quantities, making such an 
informal distribution system more difficult. 
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In the event that such a distributi~n systea vill net develop, the 
goven111ent will be obliged to establish some fora of parastatal marketing 
organization vith cold stores in the interior of the country. Experience in 
this direction in other parts of West Africa, however, has not been very 
encouraging. 

lbe resource situation based on a foreign fleet allocation of 80 boats and 
vith the expanded d011estic fleet can be seen from table 13. 

Table 13 Resource situation 1995, after doubli~~ of landings of national fleet 

Species Type 

--------------------

Es1.i.ma1.ed 

catch 

potential--------- Catch ---------- Per ceat 
C•t/yr) Tot.al Dcmestic Foreira bploiHd 

------------------------------------------------------------------
Pel .. ic 
._ ...... 

- Triuer fish 
- otMr 

- Cetlhalopods 

"-eid &Itri-. and 

otMr crust.ac:eans 

llllhls1.rial lS.-teo. 

Pel .. ic Artisaaal 0.-lS. 
9-r .. 1 and cephal. 

&5000 59111 
3&5000 &8063 
300000 2935 

35000 55371 
30000 9751 

tOt.O 4999 
35000 32&53 
45000 29121 

12210 t&HS 91S 
2399& HOH lft 

• 2935 IS 
2399& 3137'i 15ft 

0 915 33S 

lllt 388& 125S 
32653 0 931 
29121 0 &SS 

lbe abo~;e table shovs a considerable overexploitation of demersal, other 
than trigger fish, and shrimp resources and would require a further limitation 
of t~e foreign fleet., thus reducing foreign exchange earnings from licence 
fees. Furthermore, the considerable expansion of the national fishing 
capacities will require substantial amounts of foreign exchange for imports of 
fuel, engines and gear. 

Employment within the sector would increase with this strategy by 467 vork 
years and val~e-added by $US 2.9 million. 

Strategy l, while reaching the consumption goal does not address 
satsifactorily any of the remaining problem areas identified. 

It may be preferable, therefore, to encourage the expansion of the 
artisanal fleet first and foremost. This policy has several advantages over 
the first alternative in that it will increase local employment not only 
within the fleet but also for boat building. Because of the wider spatial 
distribution of landings it may also contribute to the government's aim of a 
more equal distribution of fish consumption. Wider distribution of landings, 
i.e. smaller quantities in more places will make an informal distribution 
system more likely as well as offering better opportunities of using 
traditional and semi-industrial methods of preservation by smoking. This 
would reduce the need for cold stores and imported technology with its 
consequent dependence on foreign exchange and scarce management skill8 for its 
maintenance. The feasibility of such an increase in the artisanal fleet will 
depend on manpower availability amongst other factors. 
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lhis development alternative is thus presented as strategy 2. 

Strategy 2 

An increase in artisanal fisheries to fully exploit the resources in the 
artisaoal zone would require additional capacities for net landings of about 
12,000 t, fresh water fishing could be increased by 8,000 t. In order to 
reach the consumption goal. a further 10.000 t could be extracted with a 
liaited expansion of the domestic national fleet. 

Expansion of the artisanal fleet will. however. require vigilance on the 
part of the surveillance services to prevent the incursion of industrial 
vessels into the waters reserved for pirogues. At present the Republic of 
Guinea has a liait of fifteen •iles reserved for the artisanal fleet but it 
will need careful enforcement. 

From a social and economic point of view the maxi11Ua expansion of the 
artisanal fleet is probably the 110st advantageous solution. The beneficial 
effect on the geographical distribution of income and employment has already 
been noted above and its total employment creating potential is also likely to 
be much greater. A further expansion of the artisanal fleet will. however, 
require careful selection of boats to be used, since an uncontrolled increase 
can lead to an overexploitation of pelagic resources in the artisanal zone, as 
can be seen from table 14. 

To expand national industrial fishing capacities by 10,000 t will also 
require the selection of the most suitable boat types to counteract possible 
heavy overexploitations of some species. Achieving this increase by the 
introduction of 3 additional freezer trawlers has been siaulated and its 
effect on the resources in the industrial zone is shown in table 14. The 
siaulation done is based on the originally proposed li•itation of the foreign 
fleet to 80 vessels. 

Table 14. Resource situation 1995 after increased domestic and artisanal 
capacities 

Species 

~--~ 
catc:b 

potential--------- Catch ---------- Per cent 
(at/yr) Total Domestic for•i1n Eaploited 

------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------
Pela1ic Industrial IS.-400. 65000 55821 Hl3 46901 an 
.,_rsal 315000 12336 11269 44066 l1S 

- Tri11•r fisla 300000 2935 0 2935 IS 
- other 35000 49144 11269 31375 142~ 

- Cephalopoda 30000 9157 0 9757 3JS 
Pr.taeid slarimp and 

other crustaceans 4000 4723 na 3116 ll&S 

Pelaaic Artiaanal 0.-15• 35000 Hitt 39149 0 ll2S 
.,_rsa l and cepha l. 45000 34907 34907 0 MS 
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Introduction of additional capacities without s~lection ~f the most 
suitable boat types thus "'Ould also lead to an overexploitation of deeersal, 
other than trigger fish, and shrimp resources in the industrial fishing zone. 
however, to a lover degree than for strategy 1. Trigger fish "'Ould still 
re11ain underexploited. In the artisanal fishing zone an increase of 
20 per cent in the nUllber of boats without attention to the boat types 
introduced would lead to an overexploitation of pelagic resource~. This 
situation, althcugh an improvement over strategy 1 still needs correction. 

An increase in fresh water capacities will improve the availability of 
fish inland, the spatial distribution of per capita consm1ption without the 
establishment of a distribution systea "'Ould be as shown in table 15. 

Table 15. ler capita consumption after increased capacities in artisanal and 
d~~stic fleet 

llKIOll Per Capita Coas I t.i-

c-kry o.oo 50.55 50.55 

C-Stal lletli- 30.12 21.13 J0.25 

r-t.a Djallon 4.54 4.10 4.41 

lli .. r Plain 5.01 4.52 4.91 

Forest. lletli.on 4.42 t.01 t.31 

a.as 32.00 15.93 

As can be seen, a marted increase in fish consumption in the inland 
regions can thus be achieved, although this could be impr~ved considerably. 

The increase in employment for this strategy would be 5,069 wort-years and 
the increase in value added would amount to $US 4.6 million. 

Strategy 2 in addition to reaching the consumption goal and improving the 
level of seafood self-sufficiency would also reduce the overexploitation of 
resources for industrial fishing, although not sufficiently. It would further 
mate better, although not optimal, use of artisanal resources, utilize fresh 
water resources and thus also improve fish distribution in the country. 

Strategy 3 

The results obtained in the modelling of strategies 1 and 2 show that in 
the industrial zone demersal fish, other than trigger fish, remains 
overexploited while demersal fish in the artisanal zone is underexploited. 
Thus a third strategy which is an alternate development was devised to at 
least partically remedy this situatio~a. With this third strategy, ice 
trawlers of 14m length are limited to fish within the 15 mile zone 1·ather than 
partly in the industrial and artisanal zones. This limitation will not lead 
to an overexploitation of demersal resources in the artisanal zone and will 
not have any effect on the pelagic resources in this fishing zone. This 
strategy based on a fishing policy decision thus will alleviate to some extent 
the overexploitation of de11er1al industrial resources and would allow for an 
increase in foreign licenes, although these must be limited to seiners. 
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A more selective choice of fishing technologies with more eaphasis on 
actisanal pirogues being equipped for e.g. line fishing would aake better use 
of existing demersal resources ~nd reduce the overexploitation of pelagic fish 
in this zone. Since the catch of line fishing boats, although of higher value 
is lover in quantity than that of net fishing boats, additional investment for 
a further 10 ice trawlers would be required t~ reach the per capita 
consumption of 15 kg in 1995. 

lbis strategy, including an additional 12 licences for seiners, was 
sillulated and the resource situation after implementation of strategy 3 is 
shown below. 

Table 16. Resource situation 1995 after increased d08lestic and artisanal 
capacities 

Species Type 

P91agic InduStrial 1511-400. 
o-n&l 

- Trigger fish 

- other 

- cept\a lOOOCIS 

...._id Shri11P and 

other crustaceans 
P91agic Artisanal 0.-1511 
o-na 1 and cepha 1. 

Esti-tecl 

catch 

pot9fttia1--------- ~teh ---------- Per cent 

(mt/yr) Total 0-Stic Foreign Exploited 

65000 63924 5616 58308 9es 

365000 51729 12542 44186 16S 

300000 3055 c 3055 11: 
35000 <13917 1254:? 31375 l :<Si: 

30000 9757 0 9757 33S 

<1000 ...... 1 56:? 3886 111S 

35000 37197 37197 0 1061: 

<15000 <13618 <13618 0 97S 

As can be seen a better balance in the resource exploitation in both the 
industrial and the artisanal zones can be achieved by this strategy, although 
trigger fish still remains underexploited. 

With the additior of 10 further ice trawlers the distribution of fish 
inlapd will also improve slightly, since the greater availability of chilled 
fish will increase the informal distribution. The per capita conswaption is 
shown in table 17. 

Table ii Per capita consumption after increased capacities in artisanal and 
do•stic fleet 

REGION 

Aural Urban Average 

Conakry 0.00 <16.3' <16.39 
CoasUl Region 30.71 27.80 30.32 
fouta DJallon 4.59 •.15 <1.52 
Ntter Plain 5.16 ... 116 5.05 
fornt Ae9ton <1.5• ... 11 ... .., 
-----------------------------------------------
Aver ate ..... 21.73 15.30 
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The increase in employment for strategy 3 over the present system would be 
S,388 work years and the increase in value added would amount to $US 6.4 
aillion. 

This alternative. same as strategies 1 and 2. 1ill require the 
organization and distribution of inputs and repair tacilities. While the 
artisanal fisheries present a greater problem in this respect because of their 
wider dispersion, trt~l requirements will be considerable less for strategies 
2 and 3 than for strategy 1 due to reduced needs for shore based 
infrastructure. e.g. cold stores. and lower imports of fuel and machinery. 
There ~re. therefore. also balance of payments advantages in giving maxiaum 
emphasis to the artisanal sector. 

Strategy 3 would give very satisfactory results for the consumption goal. 
iaprove the distribution of consumption, attain the highest values for 
employment and value added and would improve the balance of exploitation 
levels between the industrial and artisanal zone. 

Furthermore this strategy would also strengthen the local manufacturing 
capabilities. Increasing the number of small boats is 1DOre likely to increase 
the market for parts that could ultimately be manufactured locally. 

S.2 Assessment of strategies 

From the simulations it is obvious that special attention has to be paid 
to licences is~ued to the foreign fleet. monitoring of their catches as well 
as collection of exact statistics on the artisanaJ and national fleet in order 
to be able to closely monitor the development of resources and to adapt 
planned investments to changing requirements. 

Resource surveys which are planned for 1989 will have to be taken into 
account within a project pl2nning and monitoring exercise which should be a 
continuous function for the development progranoe. 

A comparison between the three strategies and the system after 
implementation of the planned projects as well as the ~rojection to 199S of 
the consumption component are given in table 18. 

Table 18. Comparison of some system variables after implementation of projects 
and strategies 1. 2 and 3 

After implementa- Strategy l Strategy 2 Strategy 
tion of projects 1995 1995 1995 

projected 
1992 1995 

Per capita consumption 13.29 12.41 15.Sl 15.93 15.30 

Distribution (per cent) of 

3 

rural urban rura·l urban !:_ural urban rurj!l urban rural urban 

population 71 29 69 31 69 31 69 31 69 31 
consumption 36 64 37 63 39 61 39 61 41 59 
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Table 18. Comparison of some system variable~ after implementation of projects 
and strategies 1, 2 and 3 (cont'd) 

After imple
mentation of 
projects 1995 

c-:rategy 1 
·195 

Strategy 2 
1995 

Strategy l 

1995 

Level of sea-food self- 861 of 1992 level 921 of de- 921 of de- 921 of de-
sufficiency 741 of desired sired level sired level sired level 

level for t995 

Employment (work-years) 

Value added ($US million) 

Foreign exchange require
ments ($US million) 

Ir.vestment 

Foreign exchange account 

Trade: 

Imports 
of fish 
of inputs 

Exports 
of fish 

Balance of trade 

Transfers: 

Receipts 
Licence fees 

12,864 

12.5 

82.5 
over the period 
1987 to 1992 

7.8 
8.4 

3.9 

-12.3 

12.0 

13,331 17,933 18,252 

15.37 17.07 18.90 

109.5 96.5 99.0 
over the period 1987 to 1995 

7.8 
11.2 

3.9 

10 to 11 

7.8 
12.2 

3.9 

-16.l 

11 ti) 12 

7.8 
12.3 

3.9 

-16.2 

13.8 
depending on new allocation to foreign fleet 

Observer salaries 

Expenditure (for projects 
1,2.,4,5 and 6 

Interest and repayments 
Operating costs (project 2) 

Balance on current account 

0.114 0.114 0.114 0.114 

5.13 
0.95 

-6.266 

6.57 
0.95 

-11.513 

6.22 
0.95 

-11.157 

6.23 
0.95 

-9.457 
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Table 18 shows that all three strategies achieve a higher degree of 
attainment for the government objectives set with respect to per capita 
consumption, seafood self-sufficiency, decentralization of consumption, 
increase in value added and employment than the planned projects alone. 
Neither of the strategies will have an impact on the resource management 
objective. 

The cost of foreign exchange, however, is very high, since further 
investments would be required. 

Thus within the subsystem of the FIS, the planned projects and the 
strategies proposed contribute to a very satisfactory development of the FiS 
and achieve most of the objectives for the system as set by the government. 
Their macro-economic impact is, however, complex. This use of scarce foreign 
exchange would have to be considered in relation to the nutritional needs of 
the population and to the positive impact on value added and employment of the 
economy. Strategy 2 would require less investment while giving a higher 
increase in value added and employment than stracegy 1. Strategy 3 would use 
marginally mo~e investment than strategy 2 but would result in a better 
balance on tde current account than either strategies l and 2. 

Strategy 3 would appear to offer the best results. However, the decision 
which strategy to adopt lies with the Government, bearing in mind all 
constraints and the priorities given to the various development objectives 
which are conflicting in part. Only after a Government decision has been made 
will it be possible to design a precise and definite development progra11111e. 
Nevertheless, the analysis has pointed to some persistent problems that the 
Government will have to face: 

(a) The impact of the planned projects will diminish over the years; 

(b) There will have to be a clear fisheries development policy and the 
Government will have to have the capacity and capability to monitor and absorb 
support projects in this area; 

(c) There are a nwnber of bottlenecks and imperfections in the system 
which will have to be rectified already now through a package of technical 
assistance activities in order to make any strategy work; 

(d) The difference between the development alternatives lies chiefly in 
the level of i~vP.stment required and the resulting financial consequences; 

(e) It is important to ensure that there is an adequate capacity within 
the Government of the Republic of Guinea to analyze fisheries projects from a 
sectoral or macro-economic point of view in order to optimize the effect on 
the balance of payments. A clear policy aiming at attracting and stimulating 
domestic and foreign investment must be put in place. 

5.3 Supporting activities 

Bearing the above in mind a support progranne to strengthen the 
Government's decision-makina capacity and to address the problem areas that 
will remain, also after the presently planned projects, has been devel ped. 
This support progra11111e is necessary in order to maintain the positive impact 
of the' implementation'of the prcjects already decided on by the Government 

I I I 
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also after 1992. Additional measures will have to be ta~en and support in the 
fora of technical assistance will be required. A selection of a strategy for 
further development such as the three discussed above will require a ciear 
policy, technical assistance measures and further investment to stren~then the 
industrial basis of the system. A support programne has been formulated 
aiming at 

(a) maintaining the positive impact of the decisions for development 
taken, and 

(b) strengthening the balance of payment situation by improving local 
manufacturing capabilities and thereby reducing import of inputs by 
identifying export possibilities, attracting foreign capitai for financing the 
additional investment and generally laying a basis for attractive investment 
opportunities in the sector. 

5.3.1 Policies 

The analysis above shows ~hat the goals set for the FIS can be reached 
with considerable positive effects on employment and value added for the 
economy as a whole. The opportunity cost for the use of foreign exchange 
will, however, have to be considered carefully. A 2riori, however, it would 
seem that a development of the FIS would be the best way of achieving a 
satisfactory nutritional level for the population. 

It must further be kept in mind that the development of the FIS can serve 
as a catalyst for industrialization bec~use of the sector's obvious linkage 
with the engineering and other industries. It is clear from the planned 
development of the sector that the gover.ioent has a clear fishery ~olicy, 
however, more emphasis should be placed on the fact that these development 
activities can generate a positive impact on the manufacturing sector as a 
whole. Thus the development programne developed by UNIDO pays special 
attention to the industrial linkages. 

If a full dev~lopment of the FIS is chosen with it~ considerable cost in 
terms of foreign exchange, economic and industrial policies must be oriented 
towards a reduction of the import component and towards an increase in export, 
for instance through the development of new products and penetration Qf new 
markets. 

In~estment ~pportunities attractive enough for domestic and foreign 
investors are essential for the success of such development. 

5.3.2 Technical assistance 

The technical assistance component of the support progra11111e should address 
the bottlenecks and constraints and with respect to the problem areas 
identified the following acti0ns are prop~sed as a support pro~raRllle. These 
actions have been arranged in three thematic groups, viz. 

Progranme component 1 - Support to the State Scretariat for Fisheries to 
promote and monitor fishery sector development. 

Progra11111e component 2 - Support for fisheries exploitation and fish 
culture production. 
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Programme component 3 - Support for the mechanization and modernization of 
artisanal fisheries and processing. 

5.3.2.1 Progranme component 1 - Support to the State Scretariat for Fisheries 
to ?romote and monitor fishery sector development. 

Problem area 1.1 

Insufficient capacity of the Guinean sectoral administration for project 
planning, monitoring and co-ordination and low ievel of expertise for global 
sector management, based on a systemic understanding of the fisheries sector 
and its relation to the economy as a whole. 

Descripti~n of problem area and proposed action 

The Guinean Fisheries Administration is at present not in a position to 
monitor and co-ordinate existing and planned projects and to plan for 
supplementary activities if and when required. There is no clear 
understanding of the systemic nature of an adequate progranme approach to 
sectoral development. 

There is also an urgent need to reinforce the project planning, monitoring 
and co-ordination, analysis and evaluation capacity of the State Secretariat 
for Fisheries (SSF), within the National Directorate for Fisheries and 
Aquaculture, Division for Studies and Co-operation (DSC) and to complete the 
CIDA contribution (PAI-Peche 1989-1992). 

It is t'"~refore reconwnended that the computer model available at UNIDO be 
installed in the Division for Studies and Co-operation, to be operated by 
Guinean fisheries officers: 

For the promotion of a systemic view of the fishery sector in order 
to develop an understanding of the fisheries sector as a whole in which every 
action in any of its components has consequences on other components; 

As a tool for monitcring existing projects and analyzing their actual 
impact on the level of attainment of national objectives for the fisheries 
sector:-; 

As a tool for designing supplementary projects in order to better 
reach objectives and to substantiate the Government's argumentation in the 
request for further funding for programming the future sectoral development 
strategies and action plans. 

Since the choice of additional boats to bP. introduced in the national 
industrial fleet is particularly important to ensure that exploitation stays 
within resource limitations, it is further recommended to transfer a modular 
computer system for the monitoring of industrial resources. This would or the 
one hand make a choice of suitable industrial boat types to be introduced 
easier and at the same time this simulation could be used to establish which 
types of national industrial boats would leave a balanced resource potential 
available in the industrial ~one to attract the foreign fleet, thereby 
ensuring an earning potential in foreign exchange through licence fees and 
providing a basis for the issue of licences. 
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Furthermore careful attention should be paid to the fishing technologies 
used in the artisanal fleet to ensure the maxillllllll use of resources. A survey 
of resources within the four mile zone has recently teen undertaken by ORSTOM 
and while good estimat~- ~f the number of boats and boat types exist, 
statistics on catch compos. ions are at present not kept. With the 1987 level 
of fishing a~tivities :n the artisanal fleet, approximately 40 per cent of the 
potential, the use of average ~atch composition per boat type is sufficiently 
accurate for computational purposes, however, when fishing of the artisanal 
fleet is to be extended to make the fullest possible use of available 
resources, the choice of boats to oe :ntroduced and their fishing methods 
become increasingly more important with higher catch levels, to guard against 
overexploitation of some species. A survey of existing boats and the Location 
of landings sites would make it possible to use a sampling procedure to 
establish fishing methods and catch compositions. On the basis of this 
survey, requirements for additional boats, their type and fishing methods to 
be used can then be decided on. Another parameter to consider is the 
availability of trained fishellllP.n. 

Problem area 1.2 

High requirement of foreign exchange for investment and for additional 
import of inputs. 

Description of problem area and proposed action 

In order to assure a lasting support for the existing and expanded 
national fishing capacities, it is important to identify and make full use of 
local manufacturing opportunities for the supply of parts, fishing equipment, 
smoking equipment and packing materials. While project No. 6 includes a 
factory for the manufacture of nets and ropes, the manufacture of metal parts 
or packing material specifically for the fishing industry may not be viable 
because of economies of scale. Local manufacture of similar parts for a 
number of sectors, however, may be a feasible alternative. Thus an 
industrial advisory service for the promotion of integrated industrial 
development could strengthen the national manufacturing capabilities and 
provide assistance to the f ishe~ies industrial system. This service must also 
facilitate an inflow of foreign capital for financing the necessary investment. 

5.3.2.2 Programne component 2 - Support for fisheries exploitation and fish 
culture production. 

Problem area 2.1 

Underexploitation of trigger fish in industrial zone. 

Description of problem area and proposed action 

Trigger fish dne to its tough skin and boniness is considered not very 
suitable for smoking. This makes fishing of this species uneconomical at 
present. However, this species could become suitable for fish consumption in 
fresh and/or smoked form when f illetted, as demonstrated in 1985 and 1987 by 
the FAO fish smoking project in Bonf i-Conakry. Furthermore, the 
underexploitation of trigger fish not only wastes available resources but also 
the effect on the ecological balance that the occurrence of one species of 
fish in large numbers has on other species has not been established. The 

' 
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conmercial use of trigger fish should have some priority in a development 
programne for the FIS in the Republic of Guinea. Another impor_ant task is to 
design ways of collecting sufficient quantities of this species from 
industrial fishing by-catch at present being discarded or to design 
semi-industrial operations to land this type of fish for further processing 
after having been filletted. This option would have to be studied in detail, 
especially the market potential has to be investigated, since the economic 
feasibility depends on the potential demand. 

Problem area 2.2 

Insufficient knowledge about the impact of increased landings on the 
market and price formation. 

Description of problem area and proposed action 

(i) An unanswered question is how far the market can go on absorbing 
quantities of smoked fish and whether with increasing income and greater 
availabili~y of fresh fish there may not be a switch in demand. A market 
study would, therefore, be required. 

(ii) A further aspect of increased supply which requires additional study 
is the price situation. Officially, price control at least for artisanally 
caught fish has been lifted but general observations and conversations with 
fishermen did not suggest that present prices reflect the scarcity value of 
the coDIDOdity and the lifting of price control had not caused any major rise 
in prices. Since the planned projects and all three strategies are based on 
an increase in fish landings, it is important that a study be made on the 
price formation in the fisheries sector and this is crucial to the future 
development of the sector. 

Problem area 2.3 

.erexploi tat ion of fresh water fish resources. 

Description of problem area and proposed action 

An expansion of fresh water fishing requires increased supply of equipment 
and gear as well as repair centres. A major problem in this sector is the 
wide spatial distribution of the activity which makes the provision of support 
services and the marketing of any catch above subsistence a difficult 
operation. Some concentration is clearly necessary but the scattered nature 
of the resource will reduce the possibilities in this respect and a 
satisfactory solution may well depend on developments in other sectors of the 
rural economy and policies adopted by the government. 

To increase fish food availability in inland Guinea, supplementing fluvial 
fisheries production, fishculture acitivities should be initiated as soon as 
possible. It has been demonstraled ir. Jther West African countries that it 
takes approximately 10 years under local conditions to establish an effective 
fish farming capacity in rural areas for sustained aquaculture fish 
production. Emphasis must be placed on economical operations, located near 
human settlements and dimensioned according to the population density. A 
development programme should be designed with demonstration of techniques, 
extension work and training of personnel. The necessary Goverrment policies 
in this respect must be established. 
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5.3.2.3 Prograaae component 3 - Support for the mechanization and 
modernization of artisanal fisheries and processing. 

Problem area 3.1 

lnsuff icient knowledge about support service requirements for increased 
landings in the artisanal fleet. 

Description of problem area and proposed action 

In order to enable the artisanai fishing fleet to operate at full 
potential it is essential to install repair and maintenance centres in 
appropriate locations. The establishment of such centres for the marine 
artisanal ~leet requires a precise knowledge of the number of boats and their 
locations as well as fishing technologies used. This information would be 
provided by the recomnended survey described in problem area (a). The 
introduction of additional boats in the artisanal fleet will require 
additional repair facilities and equipment and spare part supplies and it will 
be necessary to survey existing repair facilities in order to make 
recomnendations on the establishment of a network of repair and maintenance 
facilities if feasible. 

Problem area 3.2 

Insufficient and inefficient landing facilities for the marine artisanal 
fishing fleet. 

Description of problem area and proposed action 

Improved landing facilities become necessary to handle the increased 
volume of fish landings, a selection of the most suitable locations for these 
landing facilities can be made on the basis of the survey to be undertaken for 
the artisanal fleet. It is of utmost importance that such landing facilities 
be designed in co-operation with the fishermen, in order to ensure that they 
will have the expected positive impact on the productivity of the artisanal 
fisheries and will reduce spoilage and handling loss due to quicker and more 
efficient handling. The involvement of local manufacturing facilities would 
furthermore facilitate maintenance as well as strengthen the local 
manufacturing sector. 

Problem area 3.3 

Insufficient knowledge about modern technologies in the artisanal fleet 
and lack of awareness about quality requirements for fish for human 
consumption. 

Description of problem area and proposed action 

On the basis of the surveys undertaken and in co-operation with the 
fishermen, more efficient technologies can be introduced in artisanal marine 
extraction as well as processing. Improved designs for the traditional canoe 
types and improved fishing gear would considerably increase the productivity 
of the artisanal sector. Emphasis should be put on the use of locally 
available materials in order to, on the one hand, stimulate local manufacture 
and, on the other hand, to improve the foreign exchange situation by import 
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substitution. ~ev forms of processin~ ;nould be developed in co-operation 
vith local personnel to ensure the acce?tability of nev fish products. 
Furthermore, in order to reduce handling losses more stress should be placed 
on the quality of fish :or ~uman consumption. This will require training in 
nev technologies as veil 4S training in ~ygiene and quality control. the 
market study to be undertaken vill furthermore highlight where smoking centres 
or other iorms oi processing should be established to process additional 
quantities. ~raining in the repair and maintenance of existing and/or planned 
cold stores and ice plants would ensure a more regular supply of ice, ~etter 
storage f cilities and would thus improve the quality and duraoility of fish. 

5.3.3 Inv~~tment 

LR addition to the already planned projects strategy ~ will require an 
additional investment of SUS 27 million, strategy 2 an additional investment 
of SUS 14 million and strategy 3 an additional investment of $CS16.5 million. 
For the latter strategies, however, investment in support for fresh water 
fishing must also be made. It has not been possible to estimate the magnitude 
of such investment. Also the selection of boat types may leari to marginal 
changes in the investment cost. 

The support activities outlined in section 5.3.2 will be undertaken in 
co-operation with FAO. These UNIDO/FAO support activities are suamarized in 
table 19. 

5.4 The development prograaae 

The comprehensive prograame developed by L'NIDO takes into account the 
projects planned by the Government of the Republic of Guinea as well as the 
areas of technical assistance and investment opportunities identified above to 
complement these projects. The progranme is shown in annex 1 with references 
to the planned projects and the additionally suggested activities. 

The most important points of the project concepts for the support 
activities are given in annex 2 to this report. 
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Annex 1 

Development prograane for the Fiaheriea Induatrial Syatem in the Republic of Guinea 

Problem areas identified 
in present aystem 

Fisheries Administration 

Inadequate aector manage
ment and project planning 
and co-ordination 

Resources 

Overexploitation of some 
apeciea, e.g. 
shrimps - 2637. 
demersal - 2817. 

Underutilization of 
trigger fiah 
300,000 t catch potential 

Foreign fleet 

Licence fees only partially 
paid 
$US 7.7 million of possible 
$US 23 million with present 
number of licences issued 

Reaaona for bottlenecka 

Weakness in atatiatical 
data systems, project 
planning and monitoring 

Lack of reaource manage
ment, lack of surveillance 
and control 

If not filletted, fish not 
suitable for traditional 
smoking methc.ds 

Lack of control of foreign 
fleet 

Activitiea 

Strengthening of Division 
for Studies and Co-opera
tion within the National 
Directorate for Fisherius 
and Aquaculture (support 
project l.l) 

Survey of resources, sta
tistics on catchea 
(project 1) 
Identification of boat 
typea for optimal use of 
resource• (aupport project 

Research towards convnercial 
use of trigger f i1h do
mestically or with export 
potential (aupport project 

Establish monitoring 
and surveillance 
(project 2) 

Government pollcie1 

Establiahment of a 
Convnisaion for project 
monitoring and evalua
tion for a systemic 
approach to •~ctoral 
development and pro
aranune approach to 
project planning 

E1tabliahment of a 
f isherlea manaaement 
system 

l. 1) 

Possible subsidies 
on catches for li
mited period 

2. l) 

Establiah fixed 
licence fees, legla
lation for enforce
ment within reaource 
management 
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Problem areas identified 
in present system 

Domestic fleet 

Capacity utilization of 
existing fleet - 761 

Resource underutilization 
by domestic fleet 
1.21 of industrial resources 
21 of artisanal resources 

Artiaanal fleet 

Capacity utilization of 
existing fleet - 7SI 

Reaaona for bottlenecks 

Lack of equipment, spare 
parts, repair facilities 
to reach full potential 

Lack of boats 

Boat typea used not optimal 
in design and capacity for 
industrial fishing, competing 
with artiaanal fleet 

Lack of equipment, motors, 
spare parts, repair faci
lities, lack of ice con
tainera, inadequate tech
nologies used 

Activities 

In1tallation of repair 
1hop1, maintenance centre1, 
supply of equipment and 
spare part• (project 4) 

Purchaae of boat1 and/or 
inve1tment in local 
manufacture (project 4) 

Support 1ervice1, such a1 
port facilitie1 ~ith 
ice planta, cold atore» 
(project S) 

Identification, through 
1imulation of 1uitable 
boat typea for induat.rial 
fiahing (suppo~t project 1.1) 

Supply of motor1, equip
ment, repair yards 
(project 6} 
Design of ice containers 
from local material1, 
Tran1f er of new techno
logies (1upport project 3. 3) 

Government policiea 

credit line• for 
private enterpri1e1 

Co-operative manaae
ment or joint ven
ture a1reement1 

credit line• more 
acceasible to pri
vate enterpri1e1 

~ 
N 
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Proble• areaa identified 
in preaent ayatem 

Artiaanal fleet (cont'd) 

Underutilization of 
artiaanal reaourcea 
361 of MSY 

Handling loaa 

Fresh water fishing 

Capacity utilization of 
exiatina fleet - 6SI 

Reaource underutilization, 
201 of c ... tch potential 

No fiah culture activity 

Reaaona for bottleneck• 

lnaufficient nwnber of boata, 
lack of landing facilitiea, 
lack of equipment 

Lack of packaging and 
diatribution facilitiea 

Lack of quality control 
and handling equipment 

Lack of equipment, motora, 
apare parta, repair facilities 

Insufficient nwnber of boats, 
lack of equipment 

Low knowledge of production 
potential, fiah culture 
methods and practices 

Activities 

Local manufacture of boata 
(project 6) 

Identification of suitable 
boat types, buildina of 
landing facilitiea, 
additional supply atorea 
for equipment and spare 
parts and repair yarda 

Deaign of appropriate tech
nological improvement• of 
canoes and gear (support 
project• l,1,3.l and 3.2) 

Training in quality 
control methods 
(aupport project 3.3) 

Equipment and motor aupply 
repair yards (project 6) 

Local manufacture of boats, 
supply of equipment, apare 
parta, installation of re
pair yards and maintenance 
centres (support project 2.3) 

Government policies 

credit lines for 
private enterpriaea 

Reallocation of f iahing 
by ice trawler• to 
artiaanal zone 

credit linea for 
private enterpriaes 

credit linea for 
private enterpriaea 
and co-operativea 

extenaion 
fiah aeed 
farmers 

5ervice1 1 

proviaion to 
Rehabilitation of old f iah 
culture atationa, building 
of f iah ponda in suitable 
location• (aupport project 2.3) 

,,. 
w 
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Proble• areaa identified 
in preaent ayate• 

Handlin1 and Marketin1 

Potential inland market 
not aerved 

No cold etoraae facilitie1 

Ineufficient knowledge about 
market and price development 

Proceeeing 

Need for expaneion to keep 
pace with increaeed 
catche• 

Handling loH 

Trade 

Expen1ive import• of fi1h 

No exporte 

Reaaona for bottleneck• 

Lack of connunication network• 
lack of packin1 and tran1port 

Only cottage indu1trie1 at 
pre1ent 

Lack of hygiene, 1imple 
equipment 

Import• needed due to lack 
of local catch capacitie1 

Lack of capacity 

Activitiu 

E1tabli1hment of diatribu
tion chain, (project 3, not 
operational) 

Packing material manufacture 
(1upport project 1.2) 

Muket and price formation 
1tudy (1upport project 2.2) 

Government policie1 

•:redit line• for 
private enterpri1e1 

Building of improved arti-
1anal 1moking plant (project 6) 

Building of proce11ing fa
cilitiea for additional 
catche1 baaed on outcome of 
market 1tudy, follow-up to 
1upport project 2.2 

Replace import• by local 
fleet catchea (project• 4 
and 6) 

Part of indu1trial catch 
for export (project 4) 

• • 



Problem area• identified 
in pre•ent system 

Trade (cont'd) 

-No exports 

High foreign exchange re
quirement 

Reasons for bottlenecks 

Imports of fuel, equipment 
apare part• and gear 

ActivitiH Government policiea 

Identification of export 
potential (aupport project 2.1) 

Factory for local manu
facture of net• and rope• 
(project 6) 

Strengthening of local 
manuf acturin1 capabilitiea 
for part1 and equipment 
(1upport project 1.2) 

"" VI 
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Annex 2 

Project concept l.l - Strengthening the State Secretariat for Fisheries' 
capacity for sectoral development planning and 
monitoring, and it 0proving fisheries resources utilization 

I1111ediate objectives 

To enable the Government to select adequate developmental policies and 
strategies for the fisheries sector as a whole and to implement the 
related master plan with sound monitoring practices and adequate control 
~v~r sectoral foreign involvement. 

To enable the Government to select appropriate fishing technologies and 
boat types for national extraction capacities, so that a balanced resource 
potential remains available and to decide on the number and types of 
foreign vessels to be licenced. 

To enable the Government to select appropriate fishing technologies and 
boat types for expanding national extraction capacities in the ar~isanal 
fleet, without overexploiting resources. 

Outputs 

Report to the Govern11ent of the Republic of Guinea with recoaaendations 
regarding the operational organization and workplan of the SSF, Division for 
Studies and Co-operation, within the National Directorate for Fisheries and 
Aquaculture based on a systemic approach of the fishery sector and a prograaae 
approach to project identification, formulation and monitoring. 

Output 2 

Installed computer model at the State Secretariat for Fisheries, with 
three officials fully trained in its use, MEPS-FIS transfer and application 
for project monitoring and impact analysis of extraction (artisanal and 
industrial) on the resource and on revenues. 

Output 3 

Report to the Govern11ent of the Republic of Guinea with recoaaendatio~s 
regarding the number and types of foreign vessels to be licenced and the types 
of fishing technologies to be introduced in the national fleet for a further 
expansion of domestic capacities. 

Output 4 

Report to the Government of the Republic of Guinea on the present statua 
of the artisanal fleet, number of boats, their location, statistics on catches 
and reconaendations to the Government regarding the number and type of 
artisanal vessels to be introduced as well as their location. Furthermore, 
the report will contain reconaendations for the spatial location of support 
services in the form of repair and maintenance centres and landing places. 
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~stimated costs for project: $US 270,000 

Duration of project: 12 months 

---------------~---------------,,,,._.,_ ______________ _ 
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Project concept 1.2 - Establishment of an Industrial Advisory Unit in the 
~inistry of Industry and Trade in the Republic of Guinea 

IBllediate objective 

To support the consultation process within the establishment of the 
industrial master plan and to build up an Industrial Advisory Unit in the 
Ministry of Industry and Trade to represent the industrial interest in the 
fisheries development process and to ensure that due emphasis is given in the 
fisheries policies to the development of domestic industries. The State 
Secretariat for Fisheries will be acting as a technical secretariat for the 
sectoral consultation, feeding the consultative process at the Level of the 
promotion of industrialization opportunities and of the identification of 
these opportunities in the context of sectoral planning towards 
industrialization. 

Outputs 

Output 1 

An Industrial Advisory Unit in the Ministry of Industry and Trade. 

Out~t2 

Installation of a computerized tcol for planning and progr811111ing of 
fishery-related industrial activities with the officials of the Advisory Unit 
fully trained in its use. 

Estimated costs for project: $US 190,000 

Duration of project: 12 months 
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~roject concept 2.1 - Techno-ec~nomic study on the industrialization of 
trigger fish (Balistes Carpriscus) in Guinea 

I1111ediate objective 

To validate the technical, economic and marketing possibilities of 
industrializing trigger fish for internal and export oriented markets. 

Outputs 

Output l 

A report on the internal and export market potential of salt-dried and 
smoked trigger fish. 

Output 2 

Well established processing and packaging techniques at the pilot plant 
level and a report with the technical/economic and market results of pilot 
scale production of salt-dried and smoked trigger fish. (Note: This pilot 
plant could be a section or part of the Cooperative Fish Smoking Centre 
assisted by FAO in Bonfi, Conakry, and should be in operation for a minimum of 
1 year or two fishing seasons.) 

Output 3 

Based on outputs l and 2, a techno-economic report on the viability of 
industrializing trigger fish production in Guinea. 

Estimated costs for project: 

Duration of project: 24 months 
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Project concept 2.2 - ~rket and price forll8tion study on Guinean fishery 
products 

Immediate objective 

To carry out a study on potential market and price behaviour on the 
domestic ma~ket and on selected African and West European markets. 

Output 

A study determining: 

(a) The development of internal markets for new fish products; 
(b) Possibilities of ~xport of higt unit value fish products, primarily 

in European markets; 
(c) Export possibilities to other African countries; 
(d) Analysis of the mechanisms for price formation; 
(e) Outline of a price and incentives policy to establish a balanced 

development for supply and demand for fish products. 

Estimated costs for project: $US 340,000 

Duration of project: 6 months 
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Project concept 2.3 - Establishment of support requirements for fresh water 
fishing and fish-culture in the Republic of Guinea 

Iaaediate objective 

To assist the Government ~n promoting investment in additional fishing 
capacities and repair services with the greatest beneficial impact on the 
fresh water fishing fleet; and also in promoting the establishment and 
sustained development of rural fish culture activities. 

Outputs 

Output l 

~eport on fresh water activities along the main rivers of the Republic of 
Guinea and in the main zones where fish culture could be feasible, 
establishing fishing technologies used, boat building capabilities and support 
services available and their location and possible fish culture sites. The 
report is to determine the requirements of spare part and equipment supply and 
make reco11111endations on {a) types and numbers of boats to be built and their 
location, (b) type and location of support centres and (c) government policies 
to aid the development of inland fisheries. The report should also propose a 
rational and feasible master plan for fish culture development in inland 
Guinea with requirements for Government support, demonstration and extension; 
as well as recoanendations regarding the most suitable types of and locations 
for fish culture operations. 

Output 2 

Technical assistance and investment projects. 

Estimated costs for project: $US 140,000 

Duration of project: 8 months 
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Project concept 3.1 - Repair centres for the marine artisanal fishing fleet, 
in particular its outboard engines 

Iaaediate objective 

To design a network of repair and maintenance centres for the Guinean 
marine artisanal fishing fleet. 

Outputs 

Output l 

A report containing: 

(a) A description of repair, maintenance and spare parts requirements, of 
the marine artisanal fleet according to locations, levels and types 
of technology used, 

(b) Description of facilities and infrastructure available in the country 
that can service this artisanal fleet. 

(c) Quantitative and technical reco11111endations on the type and location 
of workshops and facilities to be installed, and on 
upgrading/rehabilitating of the existing ones. 

(d) Training and technical assistance requirements. 

Output 2 

The detailed design(s) for individual centres/workshops linked in a 
network that would serve the marine artisanal fleet in a coordinated manner. 

Output 3 

Project docwnents for technical assistance and investment activities to 
assist in establishing the network of repair and maintenance centres. 

Estimated costs for project: $US 100,000 

Duration of project: 12 months 
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Project concept 3.2 - Prefabricated modular tanding facilities for the marine 
artisanal fishing fleets 

Iamediate objective 

To design modular landing sites that are appropriate for the requirements 
of the marine artisanal fishing fleet that are of low cost; and to the 
greatest extent possible make use of locally available rav materials. 

Outputs 

Output 1 

A report indicating the number, location and specifications of the landing 
sites required. 

Output 2 

One or more modular landing designs suitable for various local conditions 
and fishing habits, with emphasis on low costs and utilization of locally 
available rav materials. 

Out~t3 

Project documents for technical assistance and investment projects 
required for building a number of landing sites within the government FIS 
development progranme and involving, where possible, private sector investors. 

Estimated costs for project: $us 110,000 

Duration of project: 12 months 
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Project concept 3.3 - Technological improvements and appropriate technology 
transfer 

IllllM!diate objective 

To design the most appropriate ways and means for an efficient 
technological improvement of fishing canoes and gear, for fish products lines 
and for a sustainable increase in locally value added in fish food production, 
handling, processing and distribution. 

Outputs 

Output l 

A report based on relevant modern technology data collected, analyzed, 
evaluated and guidelin~s compiled and reconmendations prepared by the experts 
for the Government to facilitate its decision on modernization and 
diversification of the national fish industry. The report is to contain: 

(a) A description of different improved designs for the existing 
traditional canoe types, including reconmendations on the most appropriate 
building material of local origin, suitable for the different fishing gear and 
propulsion equipments currently utilized, taking into consideration the needs 
and expectations of the fishermen, 

(b) A description of improved fishing gear, 

(c) A description of different possible production line designs for 
locally manfactured, with locally available or local materials, fish 
containers (including cheap wrapping materials), ice containers (for fish 
preservation on board fishing canoes, thus enabling longer and more 
productive fishing trips; and for quality improvement of landed fish), 

(d) A description of the human resources, technical equipment and 
financial resources necessary to establish a unit for fish quality control and 
inspection within th~ SSF, as well as a description of an operational 
procedure for operating this unit. 

(e) A design of a small scale skinning-filletting ir.achine for the trigger 
fish and of a pilot scale operation ot test this new equipment in Conakry. 

(f) A design of a pilot-scale manufacturing facility for the different 
most COlllDOnly needed fishing inputs and fishing equipment spare parts suitable 
for local production as a way of import-substitution, 

(g) Training and technical assistance requirements for above activities. 

Output 2 

Trained local staff to operate the pilot plant and maintain the 
technological equipment, cold storeff and ice plants as follows: 

S trained national senior technical staff in production and quality 
control techniques (two technologists, 2 engineers and one quality 
control expert); 



In-service personnel trained in the basic production technology as 
well as the required quality control techniques. 

Output 3 

Establishment of a fish quality control and inspection unit in the SSF: 
equipment, laboratory installation. training of tiersonnel for ope~ating the 
unit, as a consequence to output l activity (d). 

Project documents for technical assistance and investment activities 
related to output 1. 

Estimated costs for project: $US 760,COO 

Duration of project: 12 months 




